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Introduction

Don’t be afraid to build

Certainly much has changed over the decade
since we first prototyped Monsoon. Over that time,
dynamic out-of-order
instruction
execution constrained only by data dependences, with firing
rules far more complex than anything we considered practical, became commonplace in microprocessor design. Threads became standard at the
operating systems level and incorporated
as an
intrinsic part of new programming
languages.
Surely, it would be nice to think of this paper as
essential to it all, just ahead of its time. Besides
being inaccurate, such a view fails to capture the
ideas in this paper that may still have future
importance.
Clearly, this paper did not establish dataflow
as the dominant principle in instruction set design,
nor place functional
languages at the center of
modern programming.
If anything, it was the
beginning of the end of dataflow, as it demystified
the approach. The Explicit Token Store model
established
a simple correspondence
between
dataflow graphs and the spectrum of conventional
instruction sets. It provided a clear separation of
what should occur above the instruction set level
(storage management)
and what could occur
below it (dynamic instruction
scheduling). The
Monsoon machine demonstrated that the dataflow
firing rule was captured by a simple mechanism:
state-dependent instruction completion. In doing
so it placed the body of thought associated with
dataflow models into a familiar context where its
ideas could be more readily harvested.
We decided to structure this retrospective
around what we saw to be the four big ideas for
the future lurking between the lines. These are outlined in the following sections.

Monsoon stands as demonstration that a small
group of motivated individuals can build complete
systems, even from scratch, that differ in fundamental ways from the paths of industry. As a community we seek revolutionary ideas, and these will
not come about through incremental variations on
well-established techniques, or lighthearted paper
studies. You need to live and breathe a new paradigm, and even then it may not come to pass.
Monsoon did work. It was a complete dataflow computing system, in which even the operating system, complete with I/O and storage
reclamation, was written in Id and compiled to
ETS (Monsoon machine language) code. Routinely,
several thousand threads executed concurrently in
the machine. A number of systems were built in
collaboration with Motorola Cambridge Research
Laboratory. Sixteen processor systems were placed
at Los Alamos National Laboratory and the MIT
Lab for Computer Science, and only recently have
they been retired.
A Monsoon processor was able to process 5 to
10 million messages per second. This is still a very
respectable rate.
It demonstrated that threads could be dynamically spawned and terminated at this same rate,
where threads share registers, as long as the compiler manages the storage in which these threads
operate. Many developments in threaded run time
systems, including
TAM,
P-Rise, Filaments,
Choros, and Cilk build
upon this concept,
although recent work has advanced the techniques
for managing the scheduling data structures to
provide storage guarantees.
We took the dataflow paradigm seriously,
lived it, breathed it, and built accordingly. The
shortcomings of Monsoon, as well as its successes,
were real; they were not artifacts of a “merely academic” investigation.
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of Instruction

names or many threads with few register names are surely suboptimal.

Sets

One of the clear shortcomings of Monsoon was
the power, or lack thereof, of its basic instructions.
Conventional instruction sets have evolved over a
sequence of steps allowing more and more state to
be accessed in each instruction in a single thread.
Accumulator
based machines gave way to 2address and 3-address general purpose register
instruction
sets, We are beginning to look at as
many as 128 registers associated with a single
thread of control.
Threads are a key agent within all modem
machines, and yet there are no operations defined
on them at the machine level. Thread operations,
such as create and terminate are implemented in
software by the operating system and are combined with large storage allocations.
Architects have worked harder and harder to
find enough parallelism in a program that has a
single control thread to keep the many function
units busy; we expand the architected registers
through renaming, look far ahead and execute
speculatively across even multiple branches. In the
window
of instructions
behind the instruction
fetch, execution of many small operations is
sequenced dynamically
according to data dependences. Effectively, modem microprocessors construct a small window
of dynamic dataflow
execution on-the-fly.
ETS showed that when dataflow graphs are
used as an instruction set, rather than an internal
scheduling mechanism, they correspond to a single
accumulator architecture that has advanced in the
orthogonal direction of allowing many threads to
deal with the architected machine state. The accumulator-style
of instruction set meant that basic
operations in threads - fork and rendezvous were very efficient, but evaluating simple arithmetic expressions suffered.
Clearly, there is a whole space of designs
between these two major axes of evolution: state
per operation,
and thread expressiveness. We
expect that future architectures will support multithreading of fairly stateful instruction sets (e.g.,
Tera). In this pursuit, we hope that the design point
of Monsoon - threads being efficiently virtualized
- will not be overlooked because of the lack of
power in the operations of individual threads. The
authors are still of the belief that threads should be
given first-class status and not be viewed merely as
a state multiplexing
mechanism for latency tolerance.
As we begin to explore the space between the
two axes of instruction set evolution, a fundamental question is how efficiently
we are able to
encode parallelism
at the machine level. Both
extremes - a single thread with many register

Program the Memory
One of the important ideas lurking in the Monpaper is that of programming
the memory.
Again, it is useful to look at this in light of the evolution of instruction sets. It used to be that memory
references were a piece of an instruction. Typically,
an instruction specified an addressing mode with
each operand and in many cases the addressing
mode could include one or more memory references. In load-store architectures a memory reference is a full instruction. If an instruction is going
to access data in memory, it says so right in the
opcode and does not try to do anything else. This
approach recognizes that memory references are
slow and complex relative to arithmetic processing; by calling them out specially it is possible to
optimize around them in order to hide latency and
resolve dependences. Indeed, today a memory
operation involves extremely complex protocols at
several levels that far exceed the actual time to
access the bits on the memory chip. Issues of when
these operations complete, when their effects
become visible, and when dependent operations
can proceed are quite subtle.
ETS took an important step in treating every
memory reference as multiple instructions. Each
memory reference was split-phase, so there was an
explicit point where the reference was issued and a
point where it completed. Given the threaded execution model, it was natural for the compiler to
deal with spreading these apart and determining
what could take place in between. The memory
access itself was performed by processor instructions local to the memory module, so a reference
could be multi-phase with protocol processing (for
synchronization
or coherence) along the way. A
restricted form of this we see today in the context
of application specific cache coherence protocols in
the Flash and Typhoon work.
Given how the complexity of memory systems
is increasing and how processing rates are increasing relative to access times and transfer latencies, it
is likely that in the future you will think about
memory references the way you think about messages today. They are issued to an external subsystem, carried out asynchronously
with some
probability of failure, and complete with a welldefined event.
soon

Program the Scheduler
There was one area where Monsoon and ETS
was perhaps not radical enough. The underlying
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